High confidence predictions of drug-drug interactions: predicting affinities for cytochrome P450 2C9 with multiple computational methods.
Four different models are used to predict whether a compound will bind to 2C9 with a K(i) value of less than 10 microM. A training set of 276 compounds and a diverse validation set of 50 compounds were used to build and assess each model. The modeling methods are chosen to exploit the differences in how training sets are used to develop the predictive models. Two of the four methods develop partitioning trees based on global descriptions of structure using nine descriptors. A third method uses the same descriptors to develop local descriptions that relate activity to structures with similar descriptor characteristics. The fourth method uses a graph-theoretic approach to predict activity based on molecular structure. When all of these methods agree, the predictive accuracy is 94%. An external validation set of 11 compounds gives a predictive accuracy of 91% when all methods agree.